Two-step resonance energy transfer between dyes in layered silicate films.
Single- and two-step fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) was investigated between laser dyes rhodamine 123 (R123), rhodamine 610 (R610), and oxazine 4 (Ox4). The dye molecules played the role of molecular antennas and energy donors (ED, R123), energy acceptors (EA, Ox4), or both (R610). The dye cations were embedded in the films based on layered silicate laponite (Lap) with the thickness of several μm. Optically homogeneous films were prepared directly from dye/Lap colloids. Dye concentration in the films was high enough for FRET to occur but sufficiently low to prevent the formation of large amounts of molecular aggregates. The films were characterized by absorption and fluorescence spectroscopies, and their optical properties were compared with colloid precursors and dye aqueous solutions. The phenomenon of FRET was confirmed by means of steady-state and time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopies. Significant quenching of ED emission in favor of the luminescence from EA molecules was observed. FRET led to the decrease in the lifetimes of excited states of ED molecules. Molecular orientation of dye molecules was determined by polarized absorption and fluorescence spectroscopies. Almost parallel orientation with respect to silicate surface (∼30°) was determined for all fluorescent species of the dyes. Theoretical model on relationship between anisotropy and molecular orientation of the fluorophores fits well with measured data. The analysis of anisotropy measurements confirmed the significant role of FRET in the phenomenon of light depolarization.